
 

 

WA OPEN 2018 

Speed Bowl 
 

Blood Bowl Tournament 
Sunday 18th March 2018 
Venue: Northern Gamers 
Main Hall, Robert Thompson Reserve 
Weatherill Way, Noranda WA 
 

Welcome to WA Open Speed Bowl! 
In the distant past a wise sage by the name of Joel Brokaw (aka Captain Slow) introduced Perth to an amazing 
new variant of Blood Bowl, Speed Bowl was its name. The coaches of old were dazzled by this hi-octane 
version of the game with its insane demands on the coach’s time management skill and mental acuity. Just 
as mysteriously as he arrived the great Brokaw left us, leaving behind only hints and clues as to the mysteries 
of Speed Bowl. It took many dangerous adventures and hours upon hours of research in long-forgotten 
libraries to finally piece together the lore and rules of Speed Bowl. Finally Nuffle has delivered us from 
ignorance and we shall once again embrace the spectacle of Speed Bowl! 
 
 So it’s time to cash in those brownie points from Valentine's Day and spend the day bashing and dashing 
across the Blood Bowl pitch as you scramble towards victory! You can even tell the other half that you are 
participating in a charity event as the money raised by this event will be contributed towards the upkeep of 
the WAFFL league website. 
 
Tickets 
The price of entry for this one day event is AUD$20. Tickets can be obtained from Duro (Frosthammer), he 
can be contacted via PM on the AusBowl, I’d Crit That forums or Facebook Event Page or via email at 
durobozic@gmail.com. Payment can be made via direct deposit (preferred), Pay Pal or cash. 
 
The Head Commissioner 
As with all good Blood Bowl tournaments, this event is overseen by a Head Commissioner, a crippled ex-
player with little else to do with his time as he ekes out a living on the edges of society and shouts abuse 
from the sidelines. Although a scruffy, anti-social ne’r do well, he has received the blessing of Nuffle, the god 
of Blood Bowl. As an instrument of Nuffle all the decisions, rulings, etc by the Head Commissioner are as 
infallible as those of the Catholic Pope. So if you don’t want to smell the inside of a snotling’s jockstrap you 
will accept the word of the Head Commissioner as though Nuffle himself spoke them! 
 
NAF Tournament 
This tournament is a NAF event – which means that registered NAF coaches will receive international 
ranking points where games are played against other NAF members. While you do not have to be a NAF 
member to play in the event, if you are a NAF registered coach, please include your current NAF registration 

http://www.ausbowl.com/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=11479
http://crit.boards.net/thread/327/open-blood-bowl-tournament-2017
https://www.facebook.com/events/645857715539197/
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name/number with your entry. If you want to become a NAF member, or just want to know what a NAF is, 
please go to www.thenaf.net or seek out Bruno (Brendan Schuts), the WA NAF representative. Just 
remember, membership has its privileges, like that very attractive NAF merchandise. 
 
WA Open Speed Bowl Game Schedule 
The Head Commissioner has been generous in scheduling times for matches and breaks. Even though the 
timed turns get shorter and shorter he has been merciful and allowed 15 minutes between games for coaches 
to catch their breath and reset for the next game. That said, games are planned to start and finish at the 
below published times, but may change at the discretion of the Head Commissioner. Players who are not 
present at the start of the scheduled round could be penalised and may forfeit their game. 
 
SCHEDULE 
8:00am Registration 
8:30 – 10:15am Round 1 
10:30 - 12:00pm Round 2 
12:00 - 12:45pm Lunch 
12:45 – 2:15pm Round 3 
2:30 – 3:45pm Round 4 
4:00 - 5:15pm Round 5 
5:30pm Awards Ceremony 
 
Team Rosters 
Each coach on the team must also create their roster using the following rules: 

 Only official NAF-sanctioned teams 
 Players, rerolls, coaching staff and inducements (excluding special play cards and mercenaries) must 

be purchased from a starting treasury of 1,100,000 Gold Pieces (GP). 
 Teams must start with at least 11 players (including star players) 
 A single Star Player can be purchased per team with the exception of Stunty teams (Goblins, Ogres, 

Halflings and Lizardmen without Saurus) who may purchase up to two Star Players. Star player 
miniatures must be a reasonable approximation of the character described and must be painted to 
be used. You may not purchase extra skills for Star Players. 

 After purchasing your team, three separate players may each be given a free ‘Normal’ skill and a 
fourth separate player may be given a ‘Normal’ or ‘Double’ skill.  This means no more than 1 bonus 
skill per player.  Also, additional skills may not be given to star players. 

 
Miniatures 
Appropriately painted and based miniatures should be used. Coaches will not be allowed to field unpainted 
or undercoated figures. There is an award for best painted. Players are allowed to use minis from Games 
Workshop or any other range, but the figures must clearly be of the same race as the team. The importance 
here is that other coaches can easily recognise what type of player the other team is fielding and that they 
are obviously of the race/type being played. Miniatures must be clearly numbered to correspond with team 
roster sheets. As part of this, all players must be uniquely (and obviously) numbered to correspond with 
team roster sheets – no number, no run-on! The only exception to the numbering rule is for Star Players – 
we all know who they are! 
 
Blood Bowl Rules 
The latest Blood Bowl rules will be used, along with the NAF-sanctioned tournament rules. All players should 
have a copy of the current edition of these rules.  

 Blood Bowl 2016 Rulebook 

 Death Zone Season 1 

 Death Zone Season 2 

 Time of Legends 

 Blood Bowl FAQ & Errata 

http://www.thenaf.net/


 

 

 NAF Rules for Tournaments 
 
There will be two alteration to the rules: 

1. If two coaches have hired the same Star Player, they will both be able to field the Star Player. 
Obviously some cray-cray wizard magicked up a clone of the Star Player so both teams will get their 
money’s worth!  

2. Special Play cards will NOT be used, due to need to keep the games moving at a break-neck pace. 
 
Turn Time Limits 
Round 1 will be limited to 3 minutes per turn 
Round 2 and 3 will be limited to 2 minutes and 30 seconds per turn 
Round 4 and 5 will be limited to 2 minutes 
 
Each player will use a timer to keep track of their own time.  Each opponent will ensure that the timer is 
properly used.  The timer starts immediately after a turnover or at the beginning of a players turn including 
when the ball comes to rest after a kick-off. 
 
Example: Jack has kicked off and rolled his d6 and d8.  He places the ball and then rolls 2d6 and the result is 7 
– Weather.  He then rolls a d8 twice to scatter the ball.  Once he physically scatters the ball a second time, Jill 
starts her timer and commences her turn. 
 
Example: Jill kicks off after scoring a TD and rolls her d6 and d8.  She places the ball and then rolls 2d6 and the 
result is 10 – Blitz!  Jill immediately starts her timer and commences with her bonus blitz turn 
 
Example: Jill moves a storm vermin and then races her gutter runner down the pitch to get under the ball.  She 
tries to move her player an extra square but rolls a 1.  She decides not to waste her reroll now (and can stop her 
timer as a turnover has occurred) so Jack rolls 2d6 for armour – 8, 2d6 for injury – 11, and then a d6 and d8 for 
the type of injury – resulting in a dead rat.  Jill has him reroll it with her apothecary and it comes up badly hurt.  
Jill places the lucky rat into her reserves as Jack immediately starts his timer and begins his turn. 
 
Pausing your timer is acceptable in the following situations: 
• Opponent using an out of turn skill such as sidestep or shadowing 
• Any player query 
• Restroom requirements (try and maximise your time between games!) 
• Emergencies (did I have to mention this?) 
• To quickly rotate your players so they all face the same direction 
 
Example: Jill dodges away from Jack’s Assassin and Bob declares he will use shadowing.  Jill is not familiar with 
this skill and so briefly pauses her timer to read the details in the copy of the rules which she brought to the 
tournament.  After confirming the rule with Jack, she starts her timer and rolls 2d6 – 4 and the Assassin follows. 
 
Example: Jill tries to dodge away from Jack’s Assassin once again, but this time it would put Jack’s player next 
to a Rat Ogre.  Jack hesitates and says ‘just a sec I’m thinking.’  Jill quickly pauses her timer reminding Jack 
that this is Speed Bowl with a friendly grin.  Jack declines to shadow so Jill un-pauses her timer as she waves a 
rubber pink chicken over her head and continues with her rat’s move.  Jack silently picks who he is going to foul 
next turn. 
 
What happens when the time limit ends?  After the timer sounds, if a coach has already announced an action 
for a player, he may complete that action and any additional rolls resulting from this player’s action.  After 
finishing this action, the other team’s turn starts. 
 
Example: Jack announces a foul action with his sneaky git goblin and the timer immediately sounds.  Jack is 
still free to move this player (including any dodges or go-for-it’s to get there) and then foul Jill’s Gutter Runner 



 

 

with all armour and injury rolls associated with the foul action.  After this is done, and Jill puts her Gutter 
Runner into the ‘Dead and Injured’ part of the dugout, her turn immediately starts. 
 
Example: Jack says he wants to do a pass to a wide open player that hasn’t gone this turn who is in range of the 
endzone.  The timer sounds.  Jack is free to move the player who he declared a pass action for.  Jack can then 
decide if he wants to still pass the ball but he is under no obligation to actually do a pass.  If he does decide to 
pass the ball, he can roll for accuracy and the receiving player can roll to catch it.  However, Jack’s turn then 
ends.  Even though the player who caught the ball hasn’t gone, he is not allowed to walk into the endzone 
because the turn time limit is over. 
 
If it is found that someone is purposefully attempting to delay a game or reduce the time in their opponents 
turn, penalties may apply at the discretion of the tournament organiser. 
 
Rule Interpretation 
Step 1 - Read the rules. 
Step 2 - Ask other (nearby) Coaches. Generally we find them to be a friendly, helpful and knowledgeable 
bunch, who are only too willing to tell you where to go and what to do when you get there. 
Step 3 - Roll a dice. This is the best way to resolve a dispute when you can’t find or agree to an answer.  
Step 4 - Ask the Head Commissioner to provide a definitive ruling. Right or wrong, that is the final answer. 
As noted previously, the Head Commissioner is all-powerful and always correct within the confines of the 
competition, even when his answer was not what you wanted to hear or contradicts all logic and the written 
word. No further discussion will be entered into once the Head Commissioner makes a ruling. 
 
Player Skill Progression 
Unlike in league play, players will not gain skills or carry injuries through the tournament. The list you start 
with in game one, will be the list you use for each following game. The only exception to this is the additional 
skills you assign to players to start with. So if your team gets a thumping you don’t have to start again. 
 
Illegal Procedures 
This is up to the coaches playing the game as to how strict they enforce this rule. Officially we are using it, 
so don’t be a cry baby if you forget to move your turn counter and your opponent calls you for it! 
 
A Word of Advice on Words of Advice.  
The game should be played between you and your opponent – no help from other coaches, friends, family 
or other onlookers is permitted. It is, however, always good to discuss the game afterwards with your 
opponent, you may learn something! 
 
Taking Moves Back.  
This is about Sportsmanship by both coaches. If the opposing coach allows you to take a moved player back, 
that is fine. However, the opposing coach does not have to agree. Yet, if a coach has moved a player, & then 
starts moving another player, the first player cannot have his move taken back. This is also true of rolling 
dice. Once you have rolled a die it “cements” that player’s action. 
 
“Cocked Dice” 
All cocked dice are to be rerolled, no exceptions. Cocked dice include those that do not finish up on the 
game table, or are “even a little bit” off lying flat on the table. 
 
That guy already moved!  
In tournament play, the convention is that a player’s facing will change once it has completed a move – 
hence you should be able to look and see everyone who has moved at any point. This convention is to be 
followed – if you are not sure how it works – ask your oh so friendly Commissioner! 
 
Attendance 



 

 

Any coach who does not attend a scheduled match at the scheduled time (plus up to 5 minutes at the Head 
Commissioner’s discretion) will be treated as conceding the match, with effects as per the rules. The game 
will be recorded as a 2 TD, 2 CAS victory! 
 
The Tournament Format 
Round 1 match-ups are randomised, unless a grudge match is issued and accepted. From Round 2 onwards 
Swiss pairings are used, which matches up coaches with a similar record. This ensures that coaches play 
most of their games against coaches of a similar skill level, whatever level that may be. 
 
Scoring 
Tournament Points per game 
Win = 10 points 
Tie = 4 points 
Loss = 1 point 
 
Bonus Points per game 
Caused 3 or more CAS = +1 point 
Scored 3 or more TDs = +1 point 
Made 1 or more Interceptions = +1 point 
Completed 3 or more passes = +1 point 
1 or more successful Fouls resulting in a Casualty = +1 point 
 
Sportsmanship Scoring 
+2 This coach can marry my sibling! 
+1 I like this coach, I would by them a post-game beer no matter the result. 
0 – just your regular ‘nice’ Blood Bowl coach! 
 
THE GLITTERING PRIZES 
The Joel Brokaw Award – best overall (tournament points + painting score + sportsmanship score) 
The Speed Kind - The player with the most points after 5 games. 
The Touchdown Machine - Most TDs Scored 
The Bulwark - Least TDs Conceded 
The Hammer - Most CAS Caused 
The Anvil - Least CAS Suffered 
The Brush Master - As voted by the other players at the event (commission painted teams may not be 
entered) 
MFC Award – Most Friendly Coach (sportsmanship) 


